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1. Behind the scenes at
the museum
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It was a typical Saturday morning at the Natural History Museum.
Hordes of kids swarmed through the museum’s doors, yelling and
pointing as they caught their first glimpse of the diplodocus, whose
26-metre skeleton takes pride of place in the cavernous entrance hall.
Dotted among the crowd were a handful of people with something
far smaller on their minds. Picking their way past the diplodocus, up
the stairs, down a corridor, and through an unmarked door, these
invited guests assembled in the museum’s board room. Over coffee
and biscuits, they started talking. Half of the group were scientists: six
PhD students, three junior researchers, two lecturers and one
professor. The other half were members of the general public:
parents, teachers, an osteopath, someone in IT. Some had travelled
down from Manchester, others from Enfield in north London.
But despite their varied backgrounds, they had come together to
discuss one thing: the social and ethical implications of nano-
technologies.
The meeting at the museum, on 5 November 2005, was the
culmination of a two-year project carried out by Lancaster University
and Demos. Through a focus on nanotechnologies, the project sought
to develop opportunities for ‘upstream’ dialogue between scientists
and citizens, which would enable public voices to be heard at a stage
when they could still influence research priorities.
The politics of small things
The starting point for the project was a recognition that policy and
media debate about nanotechnologies is gradually intensifying. A lot
of the discussion so far has been characterised by competing visions
of promise and threat. For its cheerleaders, nanotechnology is seen to
be ushering in a ‘new industrial revolution’ that will include break-
throughs in computer efficiency, pharmaceuticals, nerve and tissue
repair, catalysts, sensors, telecommunications and pollution control.1
Research funding for nanotechnologies has increased exponentially,
with Europe, the US and Japan each spending more than US$1.2
billion in 2005, up from around $100 million a decade ago.2
At the same time, social and environmental concerns, which
originated with dystopian predictions of ‘grey goo’, have taken on a
sharper focus around the potential toxicity of nanoparticles and the
need for tighter regulation.3 An influential report by the Royal Society
and Royal Academy of Engineering (RAE), published in July 2004,
provided a more nuanced account of benefits, risks and uncertainties.
And in an attempt to learn from earlier controversies, the report
called for ‘a constructive and proactive debate about the future of
nanotechnologies [to] be undertaken now – at a stage when it can
inform key decisions about their development and before deeply
entrenched or polarised positions appear’.4
This commitment to ‘upstream’ public engagement raises many
unresolved questions. At what stages in scientific research is it realistic
to raise issues of public accountability and social concern? How and
on whose terms should such issues be debated? Are dominant
frameworks of risk, ethics and regulation adequate? Can citizens
exercise any meaningful influence over the pace, direction and
interactions between technological and social change? How can
engagement be reconciled with the need to maintain the inde-
pendence of science, and the economic dynamism of its applications?
The Lancaster–Demos project sought to answer these questions.
This pamphlet summarises our findings, with each chapter corres-
ponding to a different phase of our research.
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In the UK, a standard reference point in discussions about nano-
technologies, particularly in 2003 and 2004, was the controversy over
genetically modified (GM) crops and foods, which was fresh in people’s
minds. Such a comparison cannot be applied in any straightforward
way, but because of its prominence as an interpretive frame, we started
our research by looking for lessons that could be drawn from early
discussions around agricultural biotechnology (from the 1970s
onwards) and applied to nanotechnologies today. We interviewed ten
leading players in the GM debate and invited them to reflect back on
initial trajectories of public, political and media concern.5 We asked
whether, with hindsight, they would have done anything differently,
and what approaches they would recommend now in relation to
nanotechnologies. Chapter 2 draws some common threads from these
interviews, while also interrogating the bio–nano comparison.
From the outset, our research tried to embrace the complexities of
nanotechnologies, and their emerging social dimensions. Part of the
challenge was to understand the implicit assumptions, values and
visions – what are sometimes termed the ‘imaginaries’ – of key actors
in the nanotechnology domain.6 Imaginaries are projections of future
imagined worlds embedded within the present, which frequently
inform and shape new scientific fields.7
The second phase of our project sought to explore some of the
imaginaries at work within nanotechnology through a further round
of interviews with key opinion formers,8 and a period of ethnography
in nanoscience labs at Cambridge and Oxford Universities. Based on
these encounters, chapter 3 identifies five ‘programmatic imaginaries’
that fuel expectations of the promise of nanotechnologies.
Next, we turned our attention to the views and concerns of the wider
public. In London and Manchester, we facilitated a series of five focus
groups, each of which met twice. The aim of this exercise was less to
obtain a representative cross-section of opinion, and more about
flushing out the kinds of issues (social, ethical, political, economic,
scientific) that might spark controversy if debate about nanotech-
nologies were to gather momentum in the UK. The focus groups gen-
erated a rich collection of insights, which are summarised in chapter 4.
Behind the scenes at the museum
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The final phase of the research brought us to the Natural History
Museum, where our 12 nanoscientists (including some who had been
interviewed as part of the lab-based ethnography) spent a day with
our 12 members of the public (all of whom had participated in the
focus groups). This was a surprisingly open and positive
conversation, which generated a lot of common ground. Chapter 5
tells more of the story of that day.
The Lancaster–Demos project has been one – relatively modest –
attempt to develop more meaningful forms of ‘upstream’ public
engagement. A growing number of organisations and individual
scientists are experimenting in similar ways. Most of these are
embryonic processes, and their eventual results are still uncertain. But
they are important sites of social learning, and in the final chapter 
we also draw out some implications of our research for future
processes of public engagement. This is followed by an afterword by
Brian Wynne, who offers some insights from the project for social
science.
Behind the scenes at the museum, we wanted to lay a few dinosaurs
to rest. Contrary to those who insist that ordinary people are
incapable of having a productive dialogue with scientists about
complex technological questions,9 we hoped to demonstrate that a
productive exchange is possible on ‘upstream’ questions and
uncertainties. In this respect, the meeting was a success. Our lay
participants left feeling empowered by their encounter with the
scientists, and our scientists were grateful for the opportunity to
reflect on the social dimensions of their research. As one
nanoscientist remarked at the end of the day:
I was interested to see the things that people kept coming back to
. . . were the whole issue of responsibility and how we actually
use technology. These are the same sort of issues we don’t know
anything about and have no control over. We possibly ought to.
It’s the same things I worry about when I’m not being a scientist.
So in a way it’s quite nice . . . I’m not as detached from the real
world as I thought I was.
Governing at the Nanoscale
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2. From bio to nano
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Given the starkness of the ‘GM controversy’, particularly as it
unfolded in Europe, it is not surprising that there has been
speculation as to whether nanotechnologies might experience a
similarly rough passage. Here is another potentially transformative
technology, subject to similar levels of utopian promise, expectation
and dystopian fear.10 Crudely put, the GM experience represents a
warning, a cautionary tale of how not to allay public concern.
Avoiding nanotechnology becoming ‘the next GM’ is seen as critical
to the public acceptability of applications in the field.11
Under scrutiny, the GM–nano analogy quickly breaks down. These
are very different technical endeavours, emanating from different
disciplines. One is a particular type of application, the other a catch-
all for a multitude of products and processes. So a direct comparison
between them is of limited value. We agree with the authors of one
recent paper that the analogy ‘is not as strong or as helpful as its
ubiquity would suggest . . . [and] therefore needs to be employed
advisedly’.12
But as we have suggested elsewhere, the GM case can still be useful
to illustrate how policy-makers struggle to handle emerging
technologies in the early stage of their development.13 There are also
various ways in which the GM experience has shaped, and will
continue to shape, political and regulatory debates around nano-
technologies. This chapter offers some critical reflection on a series of
interviews with key individuals active in the pre-1999 debates over
GM plants and crops in Europe.14 Based on these interviews, we argue
that there are useful lessons to draw from two sets of competing
understandings in the GM controversy: competing understandings of
‘the science’ and competing understandings of ‘the public’.
Competing understandings of ‘the science’
In the 1970s many leading genetic scientists expressed effusive visions
of the transformative societal futures that would result from advances
in genetics and biology. One such figure, CH Waddington, described
the arrival of genetics as presaging a ‘second industrial revolution’,
which would overturn the destructive effects of the first revolution,
which was based (in his view) on physics and chemistry.15 Visions
such as Waddington’s were not simply scientific imaginaries. They
were social too.
One of our interviewees, Professor Nigel Poole, articulated such an
imaginary when he spoke with passion about the potential for genetic
and plant science to transform the economy:
I remember so clearly getting a very passionate talk, a lecture,
evangelical almost about the future of biotech. This must have
been in the very early 1970s. And I was totally convinced – that
in biotech we would start to see the end of the chemical industry
or massive change in the chemical industry. And I think they
even said that by the turn of the millennium the chemical
industry would have been gone. . . . I don’t really think then we
were thinking about DNA, you know gene therapy and that stuff
– that was a bit too early. But those were the dreams and that’s
still my belief. It’s a belief that goes right back to 1972.16
In the commercial sphere, Monsanto’s initial R&D commitment to
GM crops was justified in terms of equally positive visions for the
future of global agriculture, beyond more technical visions of
‘terminator technology’ or proprietary brand herbicide resistance.17
Although now often disparaged as having been focused exclusively on
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corporate profit and control, Monsanto’s imaginaries in the 1980s
and 1990s reflected a vision of a more environmentally benign system
of food production. Equally striking, however, was the degree of
naiveté within this vision about other actors’ responses and
expectations.
Societal and scientific imaginaries of this kind – projections of
future imagined worlds – frequently inform and shape new scientific
fields. The GM experience points to the fact that, despite their
scientific significance and persuasive power for governments and
investors, such imaginaries tend to be insulated from wider
recognition, accountability and negotiation. They are shielded by
myths about the purity of science and assumptions of a linear
relationship between scientific research and the public domain.18
According to this model, it is only when scientific knowledge is
thought to have potential ‘applications’ that social and ethical
dimensions enter in. This means that social issues are acknowledged
to arise only in connection with possible impacts, not with the aims
and purposes underlying scientific knowledge production.
However, in the last decade or more this model has come under
increasingly intense pressure, partly due to the changing political
economy of research where commercial exploitation and property
rights have become central, and partly due to the emerging policy
significance of ‘public engagement’ in the UK and EU. Under these
conditions, the need has intensified for even ‘basic’ scientists to
project images of how their research might benefit society in the
future. As basic research comes to be called ‘pre-market’ research, an
unavoidable implication is that ‘basic’ research practices are
imagining possible market outcomes, in ways that may subtly but
significantly shape those research agendas and cultures themselves.
The limits of risk assessment
The regulatory context for GM crops was framed by a particular
conception of risk assessment – one which was methodologically
quantitative and almost exclusively concerned with the ‘direct’ effects
of individual crops. Wider questions arising from the overall social,
From bio to nano
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ecological, medical and political implications of GM technology were
marginal to official considerations. This limited framework of risk
assessment, coupled with official assurances of safety, had the effect of
making the official mechanism for risk assessment a de facto locus for
the political contestation of GM releases.19 It also played a role in the
formation of public controversy in the late 1990s.
In the UK, the Environmental Protection Act 1990 established the
Advisory Committee for Releases to the Environment (ACRE) as the
formal body responsible for assessing the risks to human health and
the environment from the release of GM organisms. ACRE’s position
was awkward from the outset. As the only established mechanism for
the regulatory assessment of GM releases this advisory body became
the de facto political authority on GM releases, backed by the
government’s commitment to ‘sound science’.20 However, ACRE was
concerned solely with the risks of individual GM crops. In seeking to
address specific risks on a case-by-case basis, this risk assessment
template came to be structurally built on past knowledge, rather than
taking account of the potential for new types of hazards that might
arise in unknown forms.21
The ex-chair of ACRE confirmed in his interview with us the
difficulties that this methodology created in relation to the wider
cumulative implications of GM crops:
We recognised quite quickly in ACRE that it was really very easy
to give approval, say, for GM maize as is being done at the
moment. You could not see any human risks, you couldn’t really
see any serious environmental ones, and as was proven in the
farm trials, it’s actually slightly better than traditional herbicide
treatment in terms of wildlife. But we asked the question, sure,
we can do this for one crop, one manipulation. But when all
crops are being manipulated, every effect becomes additive. So if
you approve an insect-resistant oilseed rape, you can do an
analysis and say, well, that particular variety is only likely to
occupy such a percentage of the area of the UK. The impact on
insect production is small, the impact on birds is therefore likely
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to be small, probably quite acceptable. . . . However, if every
farmer grew those crops at every farm, suddenly the impact is
enormous. Where is the mechanism to put it all together?22
He expanded on this concern later in the interview:
The big issue in terms of commercialising is what happens if you
then approve another variety with another gene and then
another variety with another gene. You’d need to know
something about the interrelationship of those genes if they come
together. And I finished chairing the committee before it was
properly decided. . . . First person’s dead easy, second person has
to take into consideration the first gene, the third has to take into
consideration the first two, the fourth has then got three prior
genes plus their own. So there were lots of arguments. I think it’s
still not remotely solved as to what happens when you’ve got lots
of different genes out there.23
Though initially imagined in precautionary terms, ACRE’s
reductionist framing stunted the extent to which real-world
contingencies could be thoroughly considered. This led to mounting
problems for the authorities responsible for the regulation of
biotechnologies. Importantly, the limited framework of risk
assessment was also intimately linked to the marginalisation of wider
social and ethical concerns about GM food.24 Such concerns –
including the perception that government decisions had already been
taken, that GM foods would lead to an inevitable diminution in
consumer choice, of GM as unnatural, and concerns about corporate
control of food systems – were simply not captured by the language of
risk and safety.25
The effect of this deletion was to make debates about the risk and
safety of GM crops stand in for a host of other unacknowledged
concerns.26 Yet the poignancy of these wider social concerns was
redoubled by the lack of any official recognition and official assurance
of the adequacy of assessment mechanisms. And for these precise
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reasons, ACRE became the de facto locus for the political contestation
of GM releases.
Other European governments, including those of Denmark, the
Netherlands, Germany and Norway, responded to the concerns raised
about GM with more innovative forms of social debate and dialogue.
Building on these, two such initiatives were undertaken in the UK – a
consensus conference, organised in 1995 by the Science Museum and
what would become the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences
Research Council (BBSRC), and a government-organised ‘National
Biotechnology Conference’ held in early 1997.27 Unfortunately, both
of these initiatives were limited in their scope, public visibility and
ability to shape the trajectory of GM regulation and development.
Similarly, neither was framed to enable detailed examination of wider
societal and ethical concerns.
Competing understandings of ‘the public’
During the 1970s and 1980s, public attitudes to nuclear power were
systematically characterised as subjective, emotional and false risk
perceptions.28 In the early 1990s, an equivalent dynamic emerged in
the biotechnology field. With a few exceptions, it was assumed that
public concerns about GM crops could be founded only on an
incorrect understanding of the technology or a complete lack of
knowledge altogether.
As the 1990s advanced, social science researchers became increas-
ingly active observers of the state of public opinion in relation to GM
plants and foods.29 Much of this work focused on public attitudes
rather than underlying sources of social tension, and how these
reflected limitations in the risk–regulatory framework itself. Indeed,
most built on the assumption that the discourse of atomised science-
defined ‘risks’ offered an analytically sound basis for commentary on
the state of public opinion. As such, even though survey data began to
point to a steady decline of public confidence towards biotechnology
throughout the 1990s, this provided little explanation or warning for
why GM would become the focus of such controversy. The assump-
tion was that the key issues of public concern were the risks as defined
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by risk assessment, and that any disinclination by the public to accept
such risks was based on a (false) belief that the risks were too high.
Even following the official discrediting of this ‘deficit model’
(symbolically put to bed in the House of Lords Science and Society
report in 200030), this misconception continues to be resurrected,
albeit in a succession of new versions. Such persistence reflects an
institutional science and policy culture which continues to project
problems of public conflict, mistrust and scepticism about prevailing
science on to other supposedly blameworthy agents – often a sensa-
tionalist media, or mischievous non-governmental organisations
(NGOs). Responsibility for such problems is continually externalised
away from official institutions, such that governments’ and scientists’
own roles are rarely questioned.
Some of our interviewees reflected this view:
There was a clear view that there was an anti-science agenda
that was coming through. . . . The biggest frustration was the
dishonesty and the distortion [on the part of NGOs and the
media], which it’s very difficult to handle. It’s extraordinarily
difficult to handle.31
Fear of the unknown . . . it’s like MMR in many ways. You know,
no real benefit – and fear of the consequences – and a confusion
because they were being fed downright lies by people. There is no
way of actually correcting the [NGO] lies.32
The implication is that NGOs purposefully acted to manipulate
policy and create controversy. Yet interviews with NGO actors
involved with GM campaigns throughout the 1980s and 1990s
suggest that such charges misrepresent the capacity of NGOs.
National bodies like Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) and the Soil Association,
each of which made a distinct contribution to the more visible stages
of the GM controversy, tend to be preoccupied with multiple issues.
In the UK, these NGOs were relatively slow and uneven in developing
coherent campaigns on GM crops. Indeed, the overall response by
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these groups to GM lacked clarity and unanimity. Greenpeace, for
example, following its initial direct action drawing attention to
Monsanto’s first shipment of GM soya in mid-1996 was uncertain
what do next. There was protracted internal discussion within the UK
office about whether there was any appropriate basis for further
initiatives. Friends of the Earth took up the issue only in 1998, in
parallel with the RSPB’s shared concern over the specific issue of
potential biodiversity impacts from commercial growing of GM
crops. This led to the setting up of the government’s farm-scale trials
at the end of that year.
So, far from leading the mounting controversies about GM
commercialisation up to this point, the NGOs found themselves in
the position of responding to the intensity of wider public unease
being expressed through the spontaneous emergence of new
networks and initiatives.33 Whatever the beliefs or inclinations of
individual supporters or staff members, NGOs face constraints in
their ability to influence or transmit the full range of concerns of the
wider population in relation to new technologies. Much of the
difficulty for Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth and others in
campaigning coherently on GM-related issues arose from the fact that
the dominant ‘risk’ discourse offered them minimal scope for
interventions. For example, Greenpeace’s stated approach to GM
issues was articulated in the idioms of science alone:
The difficulty Greenpeace has, is that we are a global
organisation and, if one is to take value-based stances on what is
and is not natural and the value judgements and the sort of
loadings that that comes with, how relevant is it to talk about it
in those terms and try and explain one’s concern in those terms
in China, where the term for nature doesn’t actually exist or
certainly doesn’t exist in any meaningful form that we would
recognise in the West? . . . That is not our position. Our position
is about scientific risks. Our kind of globally applicable standard
is the science of environmental risk. You can say that’s the basis
of our campaign policy and that’s where we’re coming from.34
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Condensation points
By the end of the 1990s, GM crops had become something of an
iconic environmental and social issue in many countries. At the
immediate level, concern crystallised around the potential for
unforeseen ecological consequences and the implications of GM for
agriculture and food production. But discussion of the technology
also reflected a broader set of tensions: global drives towards new
forms of proprietary knowledge; shifting patterns of ownership and
control in the food chain; issues of corporate responsibility and
corporate proximity to governments; intensifying relationships of
science to the worlds of power and commerce; unease about hubristic
approaches to limits in human understanding; and conflicting
interpretations of what might be meant by sustainable development.
These and numerous other ‘non-scientific’ issues condensed on to
GM crops because of a particular range of institutional and cultural
contingencies shaping the technology and its development.35
This was hardly without precedent. In the very different
circumstances of the 1970s, disputes about civil nuclear power had
played something of an analogous role. Here too was an apparently
unstoppable technology that became a vector for both issue-specific
concerns and more general social and political anxieties. Beyond
detailed challenges about nuclear safety and open-ended problems of
nuclear wastes, wider issues presented themselves in intense forms.
For both GM and nuclear power, these arguments reflected not
simply ‘technical’ issues held to be legitimate by governments and
scientists, but also wider social relations in which the respective
technologies were embedded. In the absence of other meaningful
spaces in which such debates could take place, GM became the
occasion and the opportunity.
Lessons for nanotechnologies
So what implications can we draw from this account of the GM
controversy for future approaches to nanotechnologies? First, when
faced with new situations and technologies, regulators will usually
From bio to nano
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turn to assessment frameworks developed for previous technologies
and tied into existing debates. Given this tendency to ‘fight the last
war’, there is a need for more textured, socially realistic analysis of the
distinctive character of particular technologies, and greater recogni-
tion of the limitations of conventional models of risk assessment.
Second, it is important to be more realistic about the diverse roles
of NGOs. The breadth and unfamiliarity of issues now being thrown
up by new technologies mean that NGO responses are in continuing
flux, and a richer account of the ways in which NGOs ‘represent’
opinion in wider society is needed.
Third, the GM case suggests that the deficit model of public
scepticism or mistrust of science and technology is a fundamental
obstacle for institutions charged with the regulation and assessment
of new technologies. For nanotechnologies, there is a need to build in
more complex and mature models of publics into ‘upstream’ policies
and practices.
Fourth, GM demonstrates the ways in which new technologies
often operate as nodal points around which wider public concerns
condense. Such processes of condensation are inherently
unpredictable. However, a richer understanding of the underlying
dynamics of such processes – informed by recent thinking in the
social sciences – could begin to provide some clues. In considering
approaches to the social handling of nanotechnology and its potential
manifestations in applied forms, care will need to be taken to ‘design
in’ greater social resilience.
Finally, the GM experience highlights the degree to which scientific
research is informed by imaginaries of the social role of technology.
With GM, these tacit visions were never openly acknowledged or
subject to public discussion. For nanotechnologies, a more open
model of innovation is required, in which imaginaries are opened up
to greater scrutiny and debate. But first, we need to understand what
those imaginaries are, who holds them, and how they are influencing
research and policy agendas. The next chapter describes our efforts to
do this, by spending time in two nano laboratories and interviewing a
range of prominent figures in nanotechnology.
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3. Laboratories of
imagination
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Bruno Latour, a philosopher of science, once declared: ‘Give me a
laboratory and I will raise the world.’36 By this he meant that implicit
in laboratory practices and the organisation of science were a whole
range of assumptions in which the relations between the inside (the
technical) and the outside (the world) are never clear cut.
Understanding such processes has been the preoccupation of
science and technology studies for the past 30 years. Stemming from
anthropology, history and sociology, science and technology studies
have challenged the self-description of science as apolitical and
asocial, and have highlighted the contingent and situated nature of
scientific knowledge.
Historical considerations of the societal implications of science
and technology have often ignored the technical particularities of
scientific practice. Indeed, the internal workings of science have
traditionally been ‘black-boxed’. The assumption is that there can be
no ‘bad science’, only ‘bad technology’. For thinkers such as Latour,
this logic is faulty. Rather, science is deeply social and cultural. In
order to uncover the societal dimensions of science and technology
one must open the black box and examine how science is practised:
We will not try to analyse the final products, a computer, a
nuclear plant, a cosmological theory, the shape of a double helix,
a box of contraceptive pills, a model of the economy; instead we
will follow scientists and engineers at the times and places where
they plan a nuclear plant, undo a cosmological theory, modify
the structure of a hormone for contraception, or disaggregate
figures used in a new model of the economy. . . . Instead of black
boxing the technical aspects of science and then looking for social
influences and biases, we realise . . . how much simpler it is to be
there before the box closes and becomes black.37
This means attending to how science is practised – in real time – and
the institutional and cultural contexts in which it is situated.
The appliance of science
So welcome to the nano lab. It is in such places that the relationship
between grand visions of nanotechnology and the practical business
of research is worked out. In the second phase of our research, we
spent a few weeks with nanoscientists at the Cambridge Nanoscience
Centre and the Department of Material Science at Oxford University.
During this time, we conducted interviews with nanoscientists and
observed lab practices.38 This was followed by a series of interviews
with leading figures in the global development of nanotechnology.
Establishing the Cambridge Nanoscience Centre – and others like
it in London, Bristol, Manchester and Newcastle – is an attempt to
coordinate and centralise research in one building. It is in this
building that futuristic images of nanoscience are being realised, with
its collection of state-of-the-art clean rooms, open-plan offices and
informal meeting spaces. The building itself speaks of ‘new science’. It
says ‘gone are the days of the individual researcher tucked away in a
biology department’. Instead, nanoscience is creative, interdisciplinary
and built on teamwork.39 The Centre reflects a range of expectations
regarding the promise of nanotechnology – that it will lead to new
applications and assist in maintaining the position of UK science in a
globalised knowledge economy.
And yet, the first thing one notices at the Centre is the strategic
decision to call the laboratory a nanoscience centre rather than a
nanotechnology centre. Many of the researchers we spoke to stressed
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the importance of maintaining a clear distinction between
nanoscience and nanotechnology, and suggested that their primary
interest lay in the ‘basic science’ in which applications were not
immediately evident.
The complex connections between basic nanoscience and applied
nanotechnology are evident in the way the research at Cambridge is
structured. The Cambridge Nanoscience Centre is the lead partner in
a larger network – an Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration (IRC)
in Nanotechnology, which involves Cambridge University, University
College London and Bristol University. The original proposal for the
IRC outlines the intention to undertake basic science that will
underpin developments in nanotechnology:
The IRC proposed here is directed at the very core of nano-
technology and as such will aim to provide an underpinning
interdisciplinary activity with the general theme of fabrication
and organisation of molecular structures. . . . The consortium
will develop the basic tools to organise molecules at the hard/soft
interface (the growth of ‘soft’ molecular structures off ‘hard’
substrates) by natural and other means, including self-assembly
and soft lithography.40
What is going on here? It is clear that nanotechnology is fuelled by a
range of expectations and promises.41 It is imagined that ‘basic’
nanoscience will provide the intellectual and conceptual bedrock that
will enable the development of new applications. While many of the
researchers we spoke to claimed to be interested primarily in the basic
science of nanoscale research, there are also many hints around the
laboratory of broader technological and economic drivers. For
example, in the communal kitchen area, a picture of a Japanese train
was pinned to the notice board, with a scribbled caption explaining
the speed it was capable of achieving. Lying around the office space
were many industry magazines and a well-thumbed copy of Michael
Crichton’s novel Prey, which outlines a world in which nanobots
swarm out of control.
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The IRC proposal document hints at potential tensions that exist
between curiosity-driven research and commercial application, and
outlines its model for managing technology transfer. It continues:
This ‘basic science’ nucleus of activity will be kept focussed, and
will be aimed at encouraging curiosity-driven research.
However, this will not be at the expense of relevance to industry
and to applications. . . . We identify at the outset two broad
classes of ‘end-user’. The electronics/communications industry
will benefit from the development of electronics and photonics
with molecular or polymeric materials. Applications in the
biomedical area will result from advances in tissue engineering
and biosensor technology.42
The laboratory then is a place where tensions between basic research
and technological application are being renegotiated constantly.
Expectations of what nanoscience can deliver meet the science itself.
Our research identified five imaginaries that are influential within the
lab and beyond:
 nanotechnologies as an extension of the ‘miniaturisation
imperative’
 nanotechnologies as ‘control over the structure of matter’
 nanotechnologies as a ‘revolution’
 nanotechnologies as a ‘new science’
 nanotechnologies as ‘socially robust science’.
These imaginaries do not necessarily or directly influence what
research is done, or determine what is established as ‘basic science’.
Nevertheless, the idea that social and policy responsibilities begin
only at points of decision about application, and never before (in the
‘pure’ science), is called into question by the ways that such broad-
brush imaginaries operate as a selection criteria for what is seen as a
salient technical question to research. If we test this proposition
intellectually by thinking of such putative influences only as
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deliberate decisions, then we are likely to miss crucial influences which
occur beneath this threshold, as the influence of inadvertent, taken-
for-granted, undeliberated commitments shaped by the routinised
cultural elements of scientific laboratory worlds.
Basic scientific knowledge does accumulate through these socially
imbued practices; but this does not mean that it has been biased by
‘social interests’, or rendered technically false, as is sometimes feared.
This is a major finding of our research, and one that poses a challenge
to advocates of the public engagement movement, who must now
identify ways of opening up such imaginaries to scrutiny and
accountability.
Nanotechnologies as an extension of the
‘miniaturisation imperative’
Nanoscience and nanotechnology are typically cast as the natural
extension of developments within scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM). The scanning tunnelling microscope was invented in 1981 by
Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer at IBM’s Zurich Lab and enables
the visualisation of regions of high electron density, and hence the
position of individual atoms. The technique employs a sharp probe
(or tip) that is moved over the surface of the material under study.
Coupled with the existing miniaturisation of IT components –
particularly using lithographic techniques – STM technology is
regarded as one of the direct forbears of nanotechnology because it
enables researchers to ‘see’ atomic patterns and shapes, and because in
imaging individual atoms, the scanning tunnelling microscope
physically alter surfaces in ways that enable the movement of
individual atoms.43
However, the lineage between nanotechnology and STM is not
purely technical. The timing of the invention of the STM in the early
1980s is significant. This was shortly after the word nanotechnology
was first coined by Norio Taniguchi in his 1974 paper44 and shortly
before K Eric Drexler published his well-known account of
nanotechnology, Engines of Creation.45 In the same period, the UK
launched a National Initiative on Nanotechnology (NION) with
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strong backing from the UK X-ray and microscopy communities. In
the 1980s there appears to have been a ferment of ideas for research at
the nanoscale, in which developments in STM played a significant
role.
The fact that STM was developed by IBM is also important. Not
only did IBM become an early leader in nanoscience research –
stamping a degree of ownership over the nanoscale by positioning 35
xenon atoms in the shape of the IBM logo – it also reinforced the
imperative towards miniaturisation of electrical devices. Through this
trajectory, nanotechnology therefore became firmly rooted in
developments of micro-electronics and advances in data storage.
Nanotechnology is positioned as the ‘natural’ inheritor of the drive
towards miniaturisation in electronic circuits and data storage. As
such, nanotechnology is also guided by the economic and
technological imperative to maintain Moore’s Law – the prediction
that the capacity of an integrated circuit doubles every 18 months.
Moore’s law operates both as a prediction of what will happen and an
imperative within the semiconductor industry to maintain a
particular rate of technological development. Phil Moriarty, a
professor at Nottingham University, explained this to us:
Certainly in terms of the natural progression of technology,
whether it’s the buzz word of a paradigm shifting . . .
[nanotechnology] is absolutely necessary. It’s fundamental to
maintain anything approaching Moore’s Law, anything like
that. . . . Because silicon is going to run out of steam,
conventional technology is going to run out of steam.46
Many of the scientists talked about the goal of making smaller
electrical circuits and denser forms of data storage. Commonly cited
examples such as the ‘iPod nano’ are seen to confirm a public appetite
for ever smaller, faster and smarter electronic components. The
perpetual miniaturisation of technology is cast as both inevitable and
desirable. This researcher in Cambridge explained to us the link
between his research and applications in this field:
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The big potential application of much of the work I do is in some
form of data storage. . . . The technological driver is simply to
make those storage entities as small as possible because then you
get more data per square inch.47
Yet although the researcher identified a technological driver for his
work, he does not see himself as responsible for the task of following
his research through to development and the market. This
acknowledgement of the diversity of roles in innovation was a
characteristic response of the nanoscientists. One researcher in
Oxford explored this with us:
There are always potential applications. But I’m personally
quite a strong believer you find applications when you do things.
It’s like when people were first making semiconductor diodes,
everyone was, like, well it’s a really interesting point, but what’s
it going to do? Then 10 years later everyone has got a solid state
computer. Basically that’s using exactly the same technology
when people said what’s the point of it. And so I’m quite a strong
believer that if there is research being done, people will find ways
to apply it.48
Nanotechnologies as ‘control over the structure of
matter’
Nanotechnology is also imagined as a form of ‘control over the
structure of matter’. Christine Peterson, of the Foresight Institute,
described this to us:
I think what we’re aiming at is the total control of the structure of
matter. The layman’s phrase they use is ‘building atom by atom’
which is not technically exact. I think it is more you are building
molecule by molecule. But the meaning they are trying to get
across is building with atomic precision. . . . So that is revolu-
tionary in terms of what you can build, how cleanly you can do it
and I think it will have revolutionary effects on human life.49
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The suggestion that this can be achieved through replicators and
universal assemblers, popularised by Eric Drexler, has been critiqued
extensively.50 But while many of Drexler’s ideas have been rejected by
mainstream science, his broader goal of ‘control over the structure of
matter’ has emerged as a working vision for nanoscience. For many of
our interviewees, this had crystallised into the project for nano-
technology. Nadrian Seeman, the DNA nanoscientist, explained:
Our real goal is control over the structure of matter in 3D. To be
able to say . . . I want this thing to be in this place relative to
other things. And I want it to perform in this fashion over time.
. . . Understanding and control go together. Feynman once said,
‘If I can understand it I can create it.’ If it was good enough for
Feynman it is good enough for me.51
Though discussed in technical terms, this imaginary is deeply social,
political and cultural. The ability to operate at the nanoscale – atom
by atom – symbolises an expression of power. It represents the
material world subordinated to human will with unprecedented
degrees of precision and control. More pragmatically, the suggestion
that once we have achieved control over the structure of matter then
the radical possibilities of nanotechnology will be realised is an
implicitly linear model, which omits a number of steps along the
way.52
In our research at Cambridge and Oxford Universities we found a
similar pattern – that despite the repudiation of Drexler, the drive
towards accuracy, control and precision has become an assumed part
of the purpose of nanoscale research. One researcher at Cambridge
summarised the aims of her research as:
both precision and control. . . . Ideally you would like to reach a
goal that science has worked towards ever since it was created . . .
to enhance life itself and to have the precision to know what you
need to target and target it immediately.53
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Though this programmatic vision was accepted by many of the
researchers we spoke to, and internalised in their own work, we also
found that many were willing to acknowledge the complexities
involved in realising this vision. Another researcher at Cambridge
described how a priori assumptions of control and accuracy are
moderated by actual research practice:
Most of it is looking at what biology has done and saying ‘right,
I’ll have that’. So you take it out of the biological context. And
sometimes they just do something that you don’t expect at all.
We don’t have the mechanisms to predict. We can’t say ‘right I’ll
take this’ and it will do this. We’re just not advanced enough in
our biology. It’s a horribly complex system. It is possible to
achieve control, but only by trial and error.54
Understanding such errors, by reviewing and correcting the
assumptions that were shaping them, is the bread-and-butter of
productive scientific research. It is interesting to note, however, how
at this detailed level things are more accidental than the idealised
model of ‘pure science’ suggests.
Nanotechnologies as a ‘revolution’
The next dominant imaginary is of the potential social and economic
impact of nanotechnology. An early document by the US National
Science and Technology Council in 2000 was entitled National
Nanotechnology Initiative: Leading to the next industrial revolution. It
stated that:
The emerging fields of nanoscience and nanoengineering – the
ability to precisely move matter – are leading to unprecedented
understanding and control over the fundamental building blocks
of all physical things. These developments are likely to change
the way almost everything – from vaccines to computers to
automobile tires to objects not yet imagined – is designed and
made.55
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In this we see a combination of visions of control and precision
and of the technological imperative to perpetuate innovation. It is
predicted that nanotechnology will change ‘almost everything’. The
message is clear: the impact of small technology will be big.
This revolutionary potential of nanotechnology is also evident in
the ways in which potential applications are discussed. Mike Roco
and William Bainbridge, two of the main architects of US nano
policy, suggest a list of almost limitless possibilities:
 Fast, broadband interfaces directly between the human
brain and machines will transform work in factories,
control automobiles, ensure military superiority, and 
enable new sports, art forms and modes of social 
interaction.
 Comfortable, wearable sensors and computers will enhance
every person’s awareness of his or her health, environment,
chemical pollutants, potential hazards and information of
interest about local businesses and the like.
 The human body will be more durable, healthier, more
energetic, easier to repair, and more resistant to stress,
biological threats and aging processes.
 National security will be greatly strengthened by
lightweight, information-rich fighting systems, uninhabited
combat vehicles, adaptable smart materials, invulnerable
data networks, superior intelligence-gathering systems, and
effective defences against biological, chemical, radiological
and nuclear attacks.
 The vast promise of outer space will finally be realised by
means of efficient launch vehicles, robotic construction of
extraterrestrial bases and profitable exploitation of the
resources of the Moon and Mars.
 Agriculture and the food industry will greatly increase yields
and reduce spoilage through networks of cheap, smart
sensors that constantly monitor the condition and needs of
plants, animals and farm products.
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 Transportation will be safe, cheap and fast, due to
ubiquitous real-time information systems, extremely 
high-efficiency vehicle designs, and the use of synthetic
materials and machines fabricated for optimum
performance.56
Even in the more conservative language of a 2002 report from the UK
government, the sheer promise of nanotechnology is palpable:
Few industries will escape the influence of nanotechnology.
Faster computers, advanced pharmaceuticals, controlled drug
delivery, biocompatible materials, nerve and tissue repair,
surface coatings, better skin care and protection, catalysts,
sensors, telecommunications, magnetic materials and devices –
these are just some areas where nanotechnology will have a
major impact.57
Such lists of the possible applications of nanotechnology appear so
broad as to construct nanotechnology as a cure for all human ills, and
as the sustainer of economic growth and prosperity. There is also a
strong determinism in many of these predictions – Roco and
Bainbridge claim for example that ‘comfortable wearable sensors and
computers will enhance every person’s awareness’. Hypothetical
developments are presented as imminent and inevitable.
Another concern of many governments is the perceived need to
‘keep up’ in the global race to develop nanotechnologies. Although
this fear of being left behind is endemic to many scientific fields, the
predicted revolutionary impact of nanotechnology intensifies these
fears. In the UK, it is often suggested that after taking an early lead in
nanotechnology research – through the NION in 1986 and a LINK
programme in 1988 – the UK fell behind its competitors. In 2001 and
2002, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) sent missions to
Germany and USA, both of which reported that the UK had lost any
first mover advantage that it gained through those early initiatives,
and was now lagging behind:
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In 1986, the UK was on the threshold of opportunity; in 2001 we
are on the threshold of a major threat. There is still time to
address this, however, but we need to start immediately, build
momentum quickly and coordinate our activities across
academe, industry and government. Given the impact that
nanotechnology will have on employment, wealth and
technological capabilities in the UK, the ‘status quo’ is not an
acceptable option.58
In response, the DTI published a report in 2002, New Dimensions for
Manufacturing: A UK strategy for nanotechnology (commonly known
as the Taylor Report). This was critical of the lack of a coordinated
nanotechnology strategy:
[The] national and international perception of the UK’s
research in nanotechnology is coloured by its fragmented and
uncoordinated nature. It is seen to be dominated by a number of
internationally recognised individuals rather than there being
world-leading UK centres. The UK is not recognised as having a
critical mass of world-class activity, but is seen as having a
thinly spread network of leading players.59
In response to predictions of a nanotechnology revolution, many of
the scientists we interviewed were more cautious and pragmatic. One
researcher at Oxford expressed a degree of ambivalence in relation to
government strategies for supporting nanotechnology:
You could always ask the question: ‘What would happen if it
wasn’t labelled nanotechnology, or what would happen if there
wasn’t a large pot of money ring fenced for nanotechnology?’
Would it happen anyway? If they are going to be good products
would they get out there anyway?60
Another researcher at Cambridge questioned the expectations that his
science should be used as an engine for innovation:
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I’ve no interest myself in applying the science which comes out.
I’m interested to see what happens but I’m not interested in
being entrepreneurial with the material. . . . The goal as I see it
is to do research and to get the results into the literature and see
what other people do with it. . . . I mean Gordon Brown and
others are perhaps trying to redefine my job to be something
different and I’ve a lot of sympathy with that but I’m not
convinced I’m necessarily the right person to be doing that.61
Nanotechnologies as a ‘new science’
A related vision emphasises nanotechnology as a new kind of
interdisciplinary science. This refers not only to a confluence of
traditional disciplinary traditions, but also to a new model of research
that is intellectually open to new ideas and structurally open to new
partnerships with the corporate sector. There is a common
assumption that nanoscience is necessarily interdisciplinary and 
that this will bring with it an increase in the rate of technology
transfer between academia and business. For example, the Taylor
Report says:
The top-down and bottom-up nature of nanotechnology
underlines its multidisciplinary nature. Nanoscience and
nanotechnology depend on contributions from, among others,
chemistry, physics, the life sciences and many engineering
disciplines. Thus the subject inevitably crosses the boundaries of
many different departments in traditional universities and
research institutes.62
Similarly, Renzo Tomellini, head of the Nanoscience and Nano-
technology Unit at the European Commission, argues:
Interdisciplinarity is becoming more and more important. At the
same time, linearity is in general no longer a valid model for
production. Complexity has to be managed, and I think that we
should be able to work through an enlarged partnership.63
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One researcher at Cambridge suggested that working at the nanoscale
necessitated collaborations across disciplinary lines:
You cannot realise certain things by just studying one subject.
You have to either rely on other people’s expertise, or you try to
understand everything. Of course nobody can do that. So
basically what you do is you borrow experience and expertise
from other people, from other disciplines. My role is to combine
them together to do a new science. We call that fusion science.64
This idea of nanotechnology as interdisciplinary is also seen as a
model for how modern science should operate. Mark Welland,
director of the Cambridge Nanoscience Centre, explained:
The unique thing that we tried to do [at Cambridge] is to be
interdisciplinary. . . . We wanted to make sure that people from a
number of university departments actually worked together in
one place. . . . So we genuinely felt there was a need to have
people working together, sat next to each other. . . .
The research councils when they judge us will measure us by
how many publications are by somebody from physics,
somebody from chemistry, somebody from biology mixed
together. How many people have started off in one discipline and
ended up in a job in another one?65
Nanotechnologies as ‘socially robust science’
A final imaginary concerns the importance of public dialogue and
social science in helping to shape the development of the technology.
For example the US National Nanotechnology Initiative report,
Leading to the Next Industrial Revolution, mentions the need for more
social research:
The impact nanotechnology has on society from legal, ethical,
social, economic, and workforce preparation perspectives will be
studied. The research will help us identify potential problems
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and teach us how to intervene efficiently in the future on
measures that may need to be taken.66
In the UK, the Royal Society/RAE report called for ‘upstream’ public
dialogue in setting the agenda for nanotechnology, and noted that:
Our research into public attitudes highlighted questions around
the governance of nanotechnologies as an appropriate area for
early public dialogue.67
In both cases, nanotechnology is being cast as an opportunity to build
a new type of socially robust science. As with the other programmatic
visions, we found there to be a partial degree of internalisation within
laboratory practice. Many of the researchers interviewed were not
aware of the Royal Society/RAE report, but did recognise their social
responsibilities as publicly funded researchers. A researcher at Oxford
explained:
We are all living in the real world and we do rely on public
money to do our work and so, because of that, public perception
of our work is very important. There have been a few examples
of other technologies recently which have probably not done as
well as they should have done in terms of public perception. . . .
I am very hopeful that nanotechnology won’t go down that same
route. . . . Because if public perception turns against a particular
form of research or technology then it makes it much more
difficult for a government to justify putting resources into it.68
While some researchers recognised instrumental reasons for ensuring
public support for nanotechnology, others had difficulties in con-
ceptualising public concerns. One researcher at Oxford argued ‘if
nanotechnology is going to be a bad word then let’s call it something
else’.69 She felt that nanotechnology was a convenient label for
attracting funding, but could be jettisoned in the event of adverse
public reactions.
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Our time spent in the lab confirmed the idea that visions and
imaginaries play an important role in nanotechnology research. But
while funding is often based – at least in part – on these promises and
expectations, the relationship between programmatic visions and the
everyday practice of nanoscience is complicated.
Many researchers acknowledge the wider motivations for
nanoscale research and try to negotiate a space within these for their
own research interests. This is common and to be expected. More
interesting are the gaps and tensions between structural visions of the
economic and social promise of nanoscience, and researchers’ own
experiences. Many researchers lacked a sense of agency or felt ill-
equipped to interpret the interconnections between science as they
practise it in their specialist worlds, and ‘science’ as an object of policy
and commercial design, control and expectation. This suggests that
scientists need more opportunities and encouragement to reflect on
the societal dimensions of their work. One way of doing this is
through direct engagement with wider publics, and it is to this
challenge that we now turn.
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4. Nanotechnologies in
focus
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In a north London suburban living room, a group of women in their
30s and 40s sat discussing what life would be like in a world of radical
nanotechnologies. The conversation twisted and turned as different
dimensions of the technology were articulated. Would our skin still
wrinkle? Could we stay looking 30 years old for our entire lives?
Would everything be ‘100 per cent perfect and plastic’?
Much of the conversation centred on the latest anti-wrinkling
cream, newly marketed by L’Oréal as containing ‘nanosomes’ for
increased effectiveness. After a week of reading about nanotechnology
on the internet, the women were concerned. Did anyone know about
the long-term effects of nanoparticles? What tests had been carried
out? By whom? And given all these uncertainties, why aren’t new
cosmetics regulated in the same way as new drugs or foods?
This was just one of a series of ten focus group discussions that we
ran in the third phase of the Lancaster–Demos project. Building on
our analysis of the role of imaginaries in shaping scientists’
expectations, the purpose of this phase was to develop a deeper
insight into the sorts of issues likely to shape public attitudes and
concerns. This was not an easy task. How do you research a topic
about which most people have little or no opinion? How do you
anticipate future public opinion?
Nano publics
In the past few years, a number of studies have examined public
attitudes towards nanotechnologies. These include an item on the
2002 Eurobarometer survey,70 a UK survey and set of focus groups
run on behalf of the Royal Society and Royal Academy of Engineering
in 2004,71 and two US surveys conducted by the Woodrow Wilson
Center in Washington, one with a large sample, the other small but
in-depth.72
By and large the above surveys have followed a familiar form,
starting with questions designed to measure public knowledge and
awareness of nanotechnologies, followed by perceptions of risks and
benefits, and finally leading to questions of trust in industry and
government regulation. The results suggest that most Americans and
Europeans are unfamiliar with nanotechnology,73 that most people
anticipate benefits to outweigh any risks, that the most negative
aspects of nanotechnologies are perceived to be ‘loss of privacy’ and
self-replicating organisms,74 that there is high demand for regulation
and public information,75 and that on both sides of the Atlantic there
is suspicion of the motives of industry and little trust in govern-
ment.76
Yet while this survey data offers an indication of how people
respond to the term nanotechnology and its potential trajectories, it
nevertheless provides only a limited insight into the underlying
dynamics likely to structure public responses. There are several
reasons for this.
First, nanotechnology is an open-ended and disputed term.
Defined simply by scale, it transcends disciplinary domains and
sectors of application. Second, many nanotechnologies remain at an
early or pre-market stage of development. Although nanoparticles are
being used in a growing range of consumer products,77 much still
exists only in the ‘promise’ of nanotechnologies to radically
restructure future economies and society. Third, given that most
people are unfamiliar with the term nanotechnology, and so
presumably do not have pre-existing attitudes, it is not clear what
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these survey questions are measuring. And finally, surveys tend to
frame the public dimensions of concern within a broadly conceived
‘risk’ and ‘benefit’ rubric. While such framings fit within official
regulatory and risk assessment vocabularies, it remains an open
question whether they reflect public sentiment. Indeed, in the related
domain of GM foods and animals, a clear research finding was the
inadequacy of such official framings in capturing what people
actually feel to be ‘at stake’ in the application of biotechnologies.78
Public attitude surveys tend to compel respondents to adopt
‘attitudes’ towards a technology while ignoring the factors
underpinning the formation of such attitudes.
These various constraints and imponderables pose difficulties for
social research aimed at understanding future public responses, at
this early stage of their emergence. As a result, our project used a
three-stage focus group methodology that we felt could generate
more insight in these circumstances.79
The methodology
The purpose of the focus groups was to encourage discussion of
potential issues arising for nanotechnology within a framework set
by participants rather than imposed by official regulatory and risk-
assessment vocabularies.
The sample consisted of five groups, each of which met twice,
with a gap of one week between the sessions. Participants were
recruited on the basis of their existing participation in local
community or political issues, but with no prior involvement or
exposure to nanotechnology. They included a group of
professional men (doctors, architects, civil servants etc); a group
of professional women (mostly employed as middle managers in
business); a mixed group with demonstrable political interests; a
group of mothers with children of school age; and a mixed group
with an interest in technology. The groups were conducted in
Manchester and London.
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The groups were designed to allow space for participants to
develop a collective imagination on a topic that was likely to be
seen as unfamiliar and esoteric. For this reason, the groups were
run on two consecutive sessions.
The first session began with a general discussion of new and
emerging technologies, how they were affecting everyday life, in
what ways they were giving rise to ‘social’ questions, and what
people imagined to be the key issues for the future. Halfway through
the session, the concept of nanotechnology was introduced.
Participants were next presented with some everyday consumer
products that had been fabricated using nanotechnology, including
a golf ball, a tub of anti-wrinkle cream, and a stain-resistant shirt.
Using a set of concept boards as a stimulus, people discussed three
different visions of nanotechnology: a mainstream view, focused on
incremental developments and economic benefits; a radical utopian
perspective, which emphasised more disruptive implications for
society; and a sceptical outlook, which focused on potential risks and
negative social implications.
At the end of the first session, participants were asked to spend
the week before the next session exploring the issues with friends
and colleagues, consulting websites and keeping a journal for any
reflections arising.
The second session explored how participants’ perceptions and
responses had evolved through their own discussions and
research, followed by a discussion of particular social and ethical
dilemmas. A second set of concept boards was designed to
stimulate discussion in three areas: privacy and security, therapy
and bodily enhancement, and the relationship between scientific
progress and ‘meddling with nature’. The session finished with a
discussion of wider governance implications.
A third phase involved the selection of 12 people from across
the five focus groups who were willing to take part in the day-long
meeting with nanoscientists at the Natural History Museum
(discussed in chapter 5).
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Enthusiasm and ambivalence
Many participants had a sense of enthusiasm about technology and
the ways it had improved the quality of their lives. It was felt that
recent developments, especially in information technologies, had
become so thoroughly integrated into everyday life that people 
found it difficult to imagine doing without email or their mobile
phone:
M The change that it’s brought to every aspect of our lives,
whether it’s communications, phones, faxes or whatever,
whether it’s the cars we drive, the homes we live in,
everything has been hugely impacted by technology,
everything. The way we live our lives, the way our children
live their lives, it cuts through every single aspect of your
life. From the business aspects of your life through the
home side of your life, entertainment, communication,
travel, transport. Every single thing that you do or touch
or have any involvement with has dramatically changed
with technology. I would say all to the good, there are very
few negative aspects of technology I can think of off the
top of my head.
Professional man80
For the younger participants, technology had become a matter of
lifestyle choice, with the pressure to ‘keep up’ now an internalised
dimension of social life:
F Technology is like an accessory almost isn’t it, it’s like the
new Gucci handbag . . .
F It’s quite aspirational, isn’t it . . .
F There’s always a pressure, isn’t there?
M There’s definitely fashion within technology, there’s no
doubt about it. Magazines are just full of cool gadgets that
look cool and have charts and ratings for which are the
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best and things like that. Snap on covers so you can brand
it to yourself, make things look more personalised . . .
M You’re judged, aren’t you?
Technology group
However, as the dialogue continued, participants started to discuss
ways in which technological life was double edged. The downsides of
technology were seen to include a loss of community, the decline in
courtesy and social relationships, invasion of privacy, erosion of
family and work boundaries, and information overload. An
interesting exchange occurred in one of the groups, as to whether a
more technological society meant we were any happier:
M Are we any happier than we were before this stuff
happened? And the point of the telex going to the fax to
the email, the communication’s still happening but really
it’s just happening faster. . . . Whether that’s necessarily a
good thing I’m not sure. . . . I mean I think it is for the
good but I don’t know whether I’m any happier because
of it. It is for the good because we get better
communications, we get better service from our domestic
machines and we get better quality television. Whether
I’m happier now watching my choice of 50 odd channels
on cable than I was watching Dixon of Dock Green on
black and white is debatable.
Professional man
The discussion developed a different texture, too, when people were
asked to imagine the social impacts of technology in the future. The
anticipated pace, scope and intensity of technological change, and its
associated disruptive impacts on social life, were the source of
considerable concern. This was compounded by the lack of power
people felt they had to shape the direction of technological inno-
vation. There was a sense that the ownership and control of techn-
ology were likely to be further consolidated into large and
unaccountable actors, outside the reach of citizens and national
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governments. Such sentiments were expressed in discussions on
genetic technologies:
F Well, things like genetics. . . . It would be interesting to see
how it plays out. But I don’t feel that I have control over
[or] any input into how that happens, you know like
cloning or genetic modification . . . it’s rushing very
quickly ahead. I don’t ever feel like that’s been an election
issue or been in someone’s manifesto. These sorts of
things I think are going to be really big questions for
humanity and I think that they’re not really on [anyone’s]
agenda; but I don’t feel that there is any way that we can –
that I can – express my opinion.
Professional woman
This sense of discomfort was aggravated by perceived inadequacies 
in the ability of the political system to address ethical, social and health
implications of new technologies in advance of their application:
F What you’re saying is we haven’t had a say again. In that
these things are just coming through and . . .
F They don’t feel the need, no.
F But also the speed with which things are going forward as
well, like I was trying to say before, I don’t know, there are
a lot of well-publicised questions around genetic
modification which . . . I don’t feel have been addressed,
ethical questions haven’t been addressed really or publicly.
. . . I’m a little bit wary about jumping into, rushing
forward with another new technology where I feel that the
old questions haven’t even been addressed. . .
Professional woman
Perceptions of nanotechnology
Unsurprisingly there was little knowledge or familiarity with nano-
technology. When pressed, people tended to define it as something
that was scientific, clever, small, possibly medical, futuristic and
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associated with science fiction:
Int So when I say [nanotechnology] what comes to mind?
M Alien.
F Very little understanding of it.
F Very scientific.
M Well I do think quantum theory and strange, strange
effects at that kind of level.
M You just think it’s so futuristic that it wouldn’t be in our
lifetime but then you think the way things are going so
quickly.
M Bewildering really.
Technology group
F I know the idea that nanotechnology is really small
technology and occasionally I’ll read something in the
Guardian or wherever about ‘it’s amazing, these guys have
written their names in atoms on something’ and you’re
like, wow, that’s cool. And you have this very nebulous
notion that this is really clever, you’re told there are all
these possibilities that are waiting to be unlocked in
nanotechnology. But I actually have no idea, you know,
what they’re really doing and what these possibilities are. I
just have this very vague notion that it’s very clever and it
could be really important.
Political group
It was fascinating to watch how participants developed their collective
imagination of nanotechnology, and the factors that shaped their
evolving opinions. Typically, the progression ran as follows: from a
state of initial ignorance, to surprise at how much research funding
was being invested by governments and industry, to enthusiasm as to
the radical potential for social good (particularly in the medical
domain), to unease and anxiety that nanotechnology might lead to
unanticipated and disruptive problems. Participants also struggled to
envisage the scale of nanotechnologies:
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M What I’m struggling to visualise is what they’re
[nanotechnologies] actually producing and what they’re
doing, it just seems incredible that something so small,
you know, what is it replacing . . . ?
M It is hard to grasp the concept of what sometimes is
actually going to be. In other areas it’s a bit vague 
about yeah somebody works some magic somewhere 
but how it’ll integrate into the way you live is a different
thing.
M Just exactly that. It’s just so difficult to grasp.
Technology group
The groups then explored the three visions of nanotechnology –
mainstream, utopian and sceptical – depicted on a series of concept
boards. Responses to the mainstream vision ranged from genuine
surprise as to the extent of investment in nanotechnology research, to
scepticism as to whether such investment would bring any real
benefits. Much of the discussion centred on how commercial
considerations are likely to drive the technology:
F I am a bit cynical about it because my impression is that
with these sorts of technologies there’s so many great uses
to help people you know, but it seems to me that those
uses don’t generally get through. The way that these
technologies are applied are decided by the people who
have the money to put behind them, and those are the
corporations or whoever stands to make a profit. . . . [You]
don’t generally see technologies applied in a more
humanistic or socially beneficial way.
Professional woman
Interestingly, it was the utopian vision of nanotechnology that
generated the most negative responses. Its predictions of radical
improvements in human capacities were seen as dangerous and
hubristic by all the discussion groups:
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M That really is quite a frightening scenario that when you
read through that. . . . So this wonderful nanotechnology
is going to be a cure-all for all human ills, it’s going to
make us all super brilliant and clever and work that much
better, our transport’s going to be far better, even though
the fact that nobody will be dying of old age, nobody will
be dying of any illnesses, means we won’t be able to move
on this planet. . . . OK, if it’s used to treat cancers and stuff
like that but we’re getting into this Brave New World
scenario here where everyone lives forever and everybody
has everything, everybody can do everything. . . . It’s a
very, very frightening scenario . . .
Professional man
F It’s like nanotechnology’s the new God.
Technology group
While superficially appealing to some, these technological visions
were seen to raise substantial moral and social issues, not least around
the ability of governments and industry to exercise sufficiently robust
forms of control and oversight:
F It’s amazing.
F I find it quite daunting actually, I find it a bit scary.
F This is the vision of the robotic environment with
everything controlled for you and everything 100 per cent
perfect and plastic.
F It’s like even the food. . . . You buy a piece of fruit, it’s
healthy, after a period of time it wrinkles, you throw it
away or whatever and that is a natural process and I think
in some ways it’s kind of fiddling with that natural
process.
Mothers
A common response was to appeal for such innovations to ‘slow
down’ and not move ahead of wider public values. Several people
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referred to the way government and business mishandled GM foods
and crops as an argument for a more cautious approach. GM was seen
as a case where exaggerated promises had been made, potential risks
discounted, and public concern ignored. Set in this context, it was seen
as rash to rush ahead in an arena of new technological advance.
The evolution of concern
During the week between the two sessions, participants engaged in
their own research on nanotechnology, through the internet or
discussions with family and friends. At the start of the second
sessions, the questions or concerns raised by this research were
explored with the help of three more concept boards on the themes of
‘privacy’, ‘human enhancement’ and ‘meddling with nature’.
For many participants, the greatest area of anxiety was in relation
to nanoparticles entering and harming the body, either through
cosmetics or foods. The invisibility of nanoparticles exacerbated this
concern:
F The face cream which has got very small nanoparticles in
it . . . if I rub that on my skin, there’s things going into my
skin I’m not aware of. No one knows exactly what that’s
going to do and it might have long-term effects. Any little
bit of dirt, like something that shouldn’t be in there, pops
into the cell, messes with the actual sequence of what that
cell does and you know, that’s so scary.
F Yeah because it can happen without you realising whereas
before if things were going to invade your body, you
would see it happening.
M It’s the invisible threat.
Technology group
A visceral example of this dynamic was explored in the mothers’
group. In the initial session, these women were largely enthusiastic at
the prospect of consumer benefits from nanotechnology, particularly
in ameliorating signs of ageing. Now, when confronted by uncertainty
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as to the toxicological effects of nanoparticles, they were more
doubtful:
F Since last week I’ve completely changed my approach to
these creams. When you said it had those nanosomes I
thought, ‘oh great, fantastic, I’d use it’ – I wouldn’t touch
it now with a barge pole if you paid me money to put that
stuff on my face. It’s so frightening.
F I think we’re very trusting as buyers in the market, we’re
very trusting of the products we’re given. We’re suddenly
having to become very sceptical because things come out
afterwards.
F Well you sort of assume it’s always been tested.
F Yes.
F Clearly things like cosmetics don’t have the controls that
the drugs do.
F But surely wouldn’t they be better to say, right, we don’t
know enough and until we know enough or we’ve
changed our regulations then we don’t let it go on the
market.
F There’s too much money in it I think.
Mothers
The potential toxicity of nanoparticles was seen as symptomatic of
the wider phenomena of advanced technology proceeding in the face
of unanticipated risks. GM foods, MRSA and mad cow disease were
mentioned as other examples. Nanotechnology was seen as a
worrying extension of this dynamic, particularly because of its
perceived ability to transform society and nature:
F I mean it’s exactly what somebody over here said before, we’re
turning into robots. That is exactly what it sounds like.
F This is the threat.
F When it comes directly to human beings and trying to make
them, it’s like trying to make a perfect race again.
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F We just don’t know the long-term effects do we? That’s
the problem.
F So basically our generation’s going to be the one that they
test this all out on. If it all goes horribly wrong, we’ll be
the guinea pigs.
Mothers
M It’ll get out of the cage I’m sure and evolve through
various biostrains and mechanisms and it will be adapted,
possibly. There are cases with GM super weeds now.
Professional man
Another concern was whether nanotechnologies would enable
government and business to take new forms of control over everyday
life. There appeared to be a fine line between technologies that would
enable choice and autonomy and those that would control and limit
opportunity:
M I think the worrying thing for me . . . is that it’s almost as
though we lose control of what’s going on because the
technology itself is capable of replicating and you know
pretty much making its own decisions.
M I think that is a big problem. It’s like the thing you were
saying with creativity as well. If the human controls the
technology that’s fine; as soon as it becomes the
technology making all the decisions then that’s when you
have a problem because humans are completely different
from a computer.
M There are some scary dark futures where you have strains
of children who are and are not enhanced in some way,
and that’s a really dodgy thing.
M Do you have your kids injected at birth to enhance the
way their muscles grow and things?
Technology group
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An equally potent dynamic was the potential for nanotechnologies to
be used for purposes not imagined by their original developers,
especially in the new security environment. Several participants saw
nanotechnology potentially being used by terrorists:
M The more I think of the dangers, the more evil
applications I can think of using nanotechnology.
M Well I just find it quite frightening really. I think it’s quite
disturbing. The potential to harm seems to me to be
greater than the potential for good if it gets into the
wrong hands.
Technology group
A number of people argued that nanotechnologies would increase
social inequalities and concentrate power in the hands of large
corporations:
M And the other feeling I was left with was it was almost like
a nano race to be the first to do it – because the
impression I got was that whoever really is the first to do
it well is going to pretty much monopolise everything.
M Yeah it makes the rich richer and the poor poorer.
M The gap just gets bigger.
M I agree, but I don’t necessarily think everyone’s going to
benefit from it.
M Oh no certainly not everyone. Only the very rich few.
Technology group
All of these factors contributed to the perceived difficulty of
establishing robust and effective systems of governance and regula-
tion. It was generally seen as unrealistic to advocate a slower, more
cautious approach to nanotechnologies. Some suggested that an
overly precautionary approach could harm the UK’s economy and
lead to outward investment. Others observed that much innovation is
transnational and increasingly beyond the control of individual
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governments. It was widely felt that the pressure for commercial
return would lead to corners being cut:
F The whole thing we’ve been talking about is that these
things happen so quickly, why can’t we slow it down? Is it
going to matter that much if it is slowed down?
F But say this country does that and slows it down then
you’re gonna go abroad . . . yeah, and it’s gonna come back
into this country anyway.
Professional woman
Reflecting on the groups
Our research presents a picture of emergent public opinion which
differs to some extent from the existing literature on public attitudes
towards nanotechnology. It highlights a latent ambivalence towards
nanotechnologies, and suggests that there might be some public
unease about its potential implications. What is perhaps most
interesting is that this ambivalence did not diminish through greater
knowledge and awareness. Instead, through exposure to the multiple
ways in which the debate was being characterised, and through debate
and deliberation, our participants moved towards a more sceptical
view as to the ability of government and industry to represent the
public interest.
At the end of the second session, we asked participants to express
their overall feelings towards nanotechnology and the likelihood of
future controversy. The most common response was to feel nervous,
apprehensive and unsure:
Int How controversial do you think it’s going to be?
M Far more than genetic modification.
M It’s going to be more. And what are the fault lines 
through which it’s going to become politically
controversial?
M The medical, the human biological angles as well as the
food chain.
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M I would have thought in the present climate particularly
terrorism. It must be an absolute godsend to the terrorists, this
sort of technology.
Professional men
Although further research is required to corroborate the reliability of
these findings across more diverse social groups, our research suggests
that there is considerable – if latent – potential for controversy
around nanotechnologies. It points to the density of issues – moral,
social, political, as well as technical – posed by nanotechnologies and
of the fundamental challenges for governance. And it suggests that the
public can differentiate these issues, and deliberate their social
meanings in more complex terms than simply as ‘risks’ and ‘benefits’.
These dynamics were explored further in the final stage of the project.
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5. A meeting of minds
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Conversation is, among other things, a mind-reading game and
a puzzle. We constantly have to guess why others say what they
do. We can never be sure when words will dance with each other,
opinions caress, imaginations undress, topics open. But we can
become more agile if we wish.
Theodore Zeldin81
Feeling suitably empowered by their deliberations, 12 of our focus
group participants agreed to come to the Natural History Museum to
meet some nanoscientists. The day was divided into two halves: a
series of small discussion groups, followed by a larger plenary. The
filmmaker Hugh Hartford recorded events and the artist Tim Caswell
captured the flow of the discussion on a giant mural.82
The tone of the day’s conversation was intelligent, open and
realistic. Occasionally, one or two of the scientists fell into familiar
arguments about public ignorance or disinterest. But these were
quickly contested by the public participants:
Sci I think we’ve spoken quite a lot about things that
scientists can do for the public. But it seems to be quite a
one-way process in that scientists have to make science a
bit more sexy; we have to do the public engagement. But
you can only take a horse to water so to speak and I get
the feeling that the public are only interested in science
when it affects them. People don’t actually care about
science; it’s a bit boring. And I think maybe if the public
were a bit more willing and if they showed more interest
and if it wasn’t just about them and how it’s going to
affect their lives, it would be an easier process.
Pub I think you’re wrong. I think they do care and I think
they want to be involved but they’re not allowed to be
involved at the moment because we haven’t got the
facility to do that.
Pub We don’t know what’s going on, so how can we have a
voice if we don’t know what’s going on?83
But such moments of real disagreement and disjuncture between the
two groups were rare. Instead, a common set of understandings –
even at times, a consensual language – emerged over the course of the
afternoon, as members of the public developed a better sense of life in
the laboratory, and as the scientists grew to appreciate the legitimacy
of public concern. Reflecting on the event afterwards, Richard Jones,
professor of physics at Sheffield University and the most senior
scientist present, said:
I think what’s important is not the narrow issue of ‘Do you do
this piece of science and don’t you do this piece of science?’
Rather it’s ‘What kind of world do you want to live in?’ The
things that worried the people in my focus group were the things
that worried me. I am uncertain about how lots of this stuff will
turn out. I have a positive view of how I would like it to turn out
but there are people who have opinions about how it ought to
turn out that I really don’t like at all. It’s quite reassuring to
think that I am not alone in worrying about the things I worry
about.
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The methodology
The workshop was held on 5 November 2005 at the Natural History
Museum. It was designed to provide a forum in which members of
the public, who had previously been involved in the focus groups,
could interact with a similar number of nanoscientists. The
workshop comprised 12 members of the public  and 12 scientists,
six facilitators, a film crew and a visual artist who recorded the
conversation in the form of a giant mural. Members of the public
were selected to ensure an even spread across the five original
focus groups. The scientists were invited as individuals or
nominated by their department to attend. Invitations were
targeted at scientists at an early stage in their careers.
The day began with a brief introduction and ice-breaker. In small
discussion groups, members of the public and scientists
questioned each other about what is at stake in the development
of nanotechnology and its potential social implications. The
workshop then reconvened as a plenary in which more general
questions of governance, regulation and responsibility were
discussed. The event concluded with a reflection by Brian Wynne,
who attempted to weave together the multiple threads of
conversation.
The workshop was both a research exercise and an opportunity
for some members of the public to pursue their newly developed
interest in nanotechnologies through exchanges with working
scientists. As such, it was an experiment in public engagement,
although its intention was never to produce a formal set of
conclusions authored by the participants. As a direct channel of
engagement, the workshop provided members of the public with
the confidence and opportunity to talk directly to scientists.
As noted earlier, part of the challenge in exploring the social, political
and ethical dimensions of nanotechnology is the ‘upstream’,
underdetermined nature of nanotechnology. But despite these
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difficulties, this is a crucial stage at which to undertake such
deliberations if they are to have real purchase on the development of
the technology.84
Risk and regulation
The discussion quickly turned to questions of risk, control and
regulation. As with the focus groups, there was concern about the
potential risk of existing products using nanoparticles – particularly
in cosmetics and sunscreens. The feeling was that these products had
entered the market with insufficient public scrutiny or regulation. A
member of the first focus group explained:
Pub Our group very much felt that in some ways it’s not
acceptable to a consumer to put a face cream out there
and not have it explained that there could be
nanoparticles in that.
The response to this was a demand for better regulatory control.
Members of the public suggested that there should be new regulation
for nanoparticles:
Pub That was one of the things that shocked us in that there
wasn’t any regulation in terms of the cosmetics as there
was in terms of the medical use. I think we couldn’t get
our heads around that at all. That you could have it used
in cosmetics and not have any regulation behind it at all.
Some scientists suggested that existing regulatory mechanisms were
sufficient:
Sci From my understanding, because nanotechnology in
many ways has grown out of existing scientific research
. . . regulation has sort of worked in the same way. . . .
People might now be kind of considering the nature of
those regulations, maybe revising them. But it’s not that
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we’re saying we’ve reached a new chapter of science and
we have to sit down and draft a completely new set of
regulations.
Regulation is a relatively easy topic; it allows scientists and publics to
discuss technology within assumed parameters. Participants were also
able to imagine their own agency in decision-making, because of the
presumed democratic accountability of regulatory processes. Regu-
lation represented one way in which ordinary people might be able to
take some control, whether through labelling or other mechanisms:
Pub The fact that it’s got to be on a product label gives you a
choice; it gives you some power.
But there was also a recognition of the disconnect between the
choices that we make as individual consumers, and bigger challenges
that require new forms of governance:
Pub One thing that we touched upon and was certainly of a
lot of interest to me was the fundamental kind of
global–local tension in terms of . . . how the scientific
method works, in terms of the way research is geared
towards stripping away all that’s irrelevant to look at one
tiny piece of causality . . . but the things we’re creating,
the applications of it are a global thing on a global scale.
Who is in control?
Demands for regulation, labelling and legislation led to discussion of
who would regulate and whose voices would be influential in
informing regulatory procedures:
Sci One of the things I was intrigued by is who influences
the processes before we get to the point of the regulation.
Because by that time you’re already down a very, very
long time scale of previous innovations.
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The question of who influences the process of developing regulation
reflects the importance of the ‘upstream’ framing of science and
technology. Discussions of the funding of nanotechnology research
led participants to questions of purpose, need and equity, over and
above the particular dilemmas of specific nanotechnologies. The
discussion focused the role of public voices in this process and
notions of responsibility. One factor that was discussed was the
growth of private sector influence in universities, and the associated
move towards more closed forms of proprietary knowledge. Two of
the scientists revealed their concerns:
Sci More and more companies are closing down their R&D
facilities and outsourcing it to the universities. And I
think it is something we have to resist. As public
employees in universities, it is our obligation not to be
drawn down those lines.
Sci I feel very disheartened when I have to sit in a 
seminar room with friends presenting their subject 
and one of them gives out non-disclosure agreements
and I have to sign it else I cannot stay in the seminar. . . .
And I think that shouldn’t happen and it happens
increasingly.
Agency and responsibility
Many participants reflected on their sense of powerlessness when
confronted by innovation trajectories. Antipathy towards grand
nanotechnological visions revealed a desire for voice as well as choice.
Interestingly, several of the scientists felt they were just as powerless as
the lay participants in the face of economic and policy trends. They
were refreshingly honest about their relative impotence in large,
global innovation networks:
Sci I mean scientists are in the same boat as everyone else I
think. I mean scientists have no power to make these big
choices. If you like, it’s down to the politicians.
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The public seemed to take reassurance from the open acknow-
ledgements by the scientists of the conflicting pressures and
constraints they routinely experienced. This seemed to humanise
what ‘nanoscience’ involved for them, making it less threatening, but
without resolving their fundamental concerns. For example:
Pub I think it was interesting that the scientists had the same
fears at the end of the day that we do. . . . So it’s quite nice
at the end of the day we can relate to them as real people
and they do have the same fear.
This sense that ‘we are all in it together’ – was a central theme of the
afternoon plenary discussion. That conversation also focused,
repeatedly, on issues of responsibility and political agency, and the
difficulty of ensuring the science was used for positive rather than
negative ends:
Pub I think one thing that concerns me still and came out
further today is that I don’t see who’s really taking
responsibility for this. It’s like scientists do science for
science’s sake. Industry makes money for industry’s sake.
Marketing departments market things because that’s
their job but who is carrying the buck? That’s the one
thing that I am most concerned about. Who at the end of
the day is responsible?
Pub I’d be interested to know if the scientists feel they do have
that responsibility, or if they should have it, or if they feel
they’re kind of powerless.
What was striking in the discussion was the extent to which the
scientists were as concerned, and frequently as perplexed, by such
issues as the public. They were all citizens together on such matters.
The scientists also saw themselves as being at the start of long 
chains of causation, involving investors, venture capital, competitive
pressures, policy and economic forces. They seemed to believe 
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that the imaginaries of others would be more influential than their
own:
Sci It’s only really today that I’ve realised I don’t really feel
that much responsibility at all. Because what I’m doing at
the minute isn’t actually used for anything, probably may
not ever be used for anything, so I can’t really take
responsibility for what may happen in 20 years based on
what I’ve done. Which may or may not be right.
A number of the scientists reflected on what responsibility means in
relation to their work. What emerged was a picture of scientists
making ethical decisions more or less in isolation:
Sci I think it’s up to people to draw their own lines.
Pub If you were approached as an individual and you said no,
they’d go somewhere else then, until they found a
scientist who would work on their project.
Int The other point is that it’s very hard to know what’s
dodgy and what isn’t. So how do you work through 
that thinking process, which must involve thinking 
about how it’s going to be used, if it can be used 
for other purposes? It’s quite a complicated set of
questions.
Sci It is. And it’s entirely personal.
The role and responsibility of Albert Einstein in the development of
nuclear weapons was a common touchstone in this discussion.
Einstein was taken to represent the brilliant ‘pure’ scientist, who still
could not ignore the context and implications of his work. Debate
centred on whether Einstein’s responsibility was personal – and
therefore concerned only ‘the science’ – or collective – and involving
wider considerations. The sense of individualised responsibility
among the scientists was of some concern to the public. After the
workshop, one explained:
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Pub Some of the thoughts I had about the scientists were
reaffirmed, in that I don’t think they look at the bigger
picture. . . . And I think they should do. And I think the
ethical side of it worries me as well. It seems to be down
to the individual scientist as to whether they do
something or not. But surely there should be some
greater process?
But there also emerged a collective sense of the sheer complexity of
contemporary scientific practice. Because of this complexity, and the
influence of political, corporate and other interests on academic
science, there were no easy answers to the question of who is
responsible for nanotechnology. Towards the end of the discussion,
there was a growing recognition that what is at stake in
nanotechnology are the ‘worlds we want to live in’. As such, the
specific implications, benefits and risks of nanoscience pale in
relation to the much larger political choices that we face:
Sci The point I think I’d make is a lot of this stuff isn’t
actually about science. It’s about politics in a broad sense.
It’s about what kind of world you want to live in 20 years
from now. So I think it’s better if we frame the question
that way around: ‘What are the possible futures?’ and
‘What kind of world do you want to live in?’ From that
you can build in how science [can] contribute and not
contribute, and what are the dangers of it contributing to
some undesirable future world.
Governing at the nanoscale
Beforehand, we were rather uncertain how the workshop would go.
Would the scientists and the public participants argue or agree?
Would they run out of interesting things to say? But afterwards, all
the participants seemed to feel it had been a very positive experience.
Each of them was interviewed at the end of the day and asked to give
feedback. Most said that the workshop had helped them to recognise
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each other as fellow citizens with shared concerns. Both groups felt
that there needed to be more opportunities for this type of
conversation.
So at the end of the project, what wider conclusions can we draw?
Elsewhere, we have discussed the need for institutional and policy
innovations that can strengthen our collective capacity to grapple
with the social dimensions of emerging technologies.85 In particular,
we have called for new institutional spaces (such as a commission for
emerging technologies and society) and for changes to research and
funding cultures that can make reflection and wider dialogue on
social and ethical issues ‘a normal and integral part’ of the scientific
process.86 We will not rehearse those arguments again here. Instead, at
a time when the quantity, diversity and international spread of public
engagement processes around nanotechnologies is increasing,87 let us
draw out a few lessons for future processes.
First, the acknowledged complexity of governing nanotechnology
emphasises the need for a wider range of actors to be drawn in
processes of public engagement, particularly corporate scientists,
strategists, venture capitalists and research funders. While many of
the participants felt that the experience of taking part was enjoyable
and in itself empowering, the sense of a lack of agency that came out
of the discussion suggests that these other actors should be included
in future public engagement exercises:
Sci If on the one hand there’s a sense from the focus groups
that people want to get involved in these discussions, I
just feel they don’t have any power to get involved and
feel kind of left on the outside. . . . Most of the scientists
said something quite similar. You know, they were
interested in how their research was going to be used, but
you’re a PhD student, you can’t get the bloody thing to
work, you have no influence over how it’s going to be
used. So in a way, you can have this perfect dialogue
between us, but nobody apparently has any power. I
don’t know if anybody else would disagree?
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A second question is how to capitalise on the common concerns
shared by both sets of participants. Several of the scientists expressed
real surprise at the quality and intelligence of their exchanges with the
public participants, and the amount of consensus that had emerged.
Some even sought to distinguish these publics (informed as they were
by two short focus groups) from ‘normal’ publics, who would be less
sympathetic:
Sci A couple of us were saying that it’s a very valuable
process and obviously if we weren’t all interested in
communicating science to society we wouldn’t be here.
But the fact that the members of the public who are here
today are already quite well informed is maybe making it
not a reflective process. It’s not something that you could
just magnify. Because they want to be here, they already
know quite a lot about nanotechnology. You couldn’t
transpose that to the public.
But the sense of surprise that these scientists feel is actually a valuable
commodity in strengthening forms of scientific citizenship.88
Challenging scientists’ assumptions about the public can be an
important step towards a more mature conversation about science
and its ends.
Finally, there is clearly a need to distinguish between public
engagement as a research exercise – providing a mechanism for
evaluating the emergence of public opinion – and engagement that is
intended to inform political, institutional and cultural change.
Although the potential for public controversy provided a background
rationale for this workshop, one limitation was that it was not
designed to inform particular decisions or institutions. This is not to
say it cannot have some kind of positive influence, either on the
participants themselves, or through publications such as this. But our
participants felt – and we would agree – that whenever possible, such
processes should be designed in a way that connects to real decisions.
The box below details some further public engagement exercises
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that have grown out of the Lancaster–Demos project. These have a
more direct link to decision-making. But it is through this project,
and the opportunities it provided to experiment with new
approaches, that we have developed our understanding of the theory
and practice of upstream engagement. We will now begin to apply
these insights elsewhere.
The Nanodialogues: experiments in public engagement
Over the course of 2006, with support from the government’s
Sciencewise programme, Demos and Lancaster University will be
facilitating a series of practical experiments in public engagement,
designed to inform decision-making around nanotechnologies.
Experiment 1: Nanoparticles and upstream regulation
Partner: the Environment Agency 
Working with the Environment Agency, our first experiment
explored how discussions between regulators and the public can
contribute to sustainable innovation and regulation of nano-
technologies. The Environment Agency is a firm advocate of ‘risk-
based regulation’, but the uncertainties surrounding nanoparticles
in complex ecosystems make risk assessment very difficult.
Through a people’s inquiry, which took place in January and
February 2006, the Agency invited public inputs to emerging
thinking about nanoparticles, regulation and environmental
remediation.
Experiment 2: Imagining publicly engaged science
Partners: BBSRC and EPSRC
Research councils are a key influence on what is considered to be
valuable science. The aim of our second experiment is to
investigate the potential for public debate at an early stage in
decision-making. Working with two of the research councils –
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences, and Engineering and
Physical Sciences – we will be exploring what might be at stake as
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biotechnologies and nanotechnologies converge. How can
dialogue between scientists and the public clarify key questions?
And how can research priorities reflect public concerns?
Experiment 3: Nanotechnologies in development
Partner: Practical Action
Too often, the voices of people in developing countries are neither
sought nor taken account of in decisions about science and
innovation. For our third experiment, we are working with Practical
Action, the development NGO, which has a lot of experience of
public participation in developing countries. Practical Action will
facilitate discussions with two community groups in southern
Africa about the potential contribution of nanotechnologies to the
provision of clean drinking water. Two UK nanoscientists will be
invited to participate, as a way of deepening their understanding
of local contexts, priorities and needs, and the implications these
might have for their research.
A fourth experiment, in partnership with Unilever, is still in the
process of being finalised, but will focus on public attitudes and
engagement with corporate R&D. This will take place in autumn
2006.
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I have been given the task of reflecting on our role as analysts and
actors – modest witnesses, as Donna Haraway aptly puts it89 – in the
(nano)science, technology and society debate. I also want to indicate
some future possibilities for social science to contribute in a different
way to these issues.
For some time at Lancaster University we have been attempting to
conduct social scientific research which walks a tightrope between the
worlds of academia and public policy. This approach has been further
developed through our collaborations with Demos, which as a think
tank is more obviously embedded in public policy. Our approach to
researching science, technology and society has regularly required
interventions in the routines of public and scientific institutions.
Clarifying the nature of such engagements, and reflecting critically on
them, is an essential safeguard against false or misdirected influence,
or failing academic standards – or both.
In many ways, nanotechnologies present an extraordinary
opportunity to build social science insight into the ‘early stages’ of the
development of an emerging field. By taking the reflexive governance
of nanotechnology as a central concern, social science has novel
opportunities to become a modest actor in these changes, and to
provide insights that are then co-produced with the scientific,
technological and social changes they witness. We deliberately avoid
the conventional characterisation of this as a social science of
nanotechnology, precisely because this approach automatically
establishes its object, ‘nanotechnology’, as if this were independent
and well defined, rather than constantly evolving.
A new model of research practice
Long before the official shift away from the deficit model, research at
Lancaster, and elsewhere, contradicted the prevailing account of
publics and their ways of reacting to science and technologies. This
contributed to the shift, marked by the House of Lords report of
2000,90 towards something more open, two-way, exploratory and
participatory. The commitment to ‘public engagement with science’
emerged, replacing the discredited but deeply entrenched ‘public
understanding of science’ paradigm.
My own elaborations of this, from the 1990s onwards, distinguish
between the need for (‘upstream’) public accountability of the
assumed ends and purposes of scientific research, and public
engagement only with the science of (‘downstream’) risks and other
anticipated consequences. This reflected our own listening to
ordinary citizens in qualitative fieldwork research situations: public
meetings, structured focus group discussions, interviews, participant
observation and so on.
During the period of this project’s research into nanotechnology,
this argument appears to have been accepted. A graphic example is
the UK government’s latest ten-year strategy for science and
innovation, which includes a commitment ‘to enable [public] debate
to take place “upstream” in the scientific and technological
development process, and not “downstream” where technologies are
waiting to be exploited but may be held back by public scepticism
brought about through poor engagement and dialogue on issues of
concern’.91 The same point has been made in relation to
nanotechnologies by the Royal Society, Lord Sainsbury, the UK
Science Minister, and the Office of Science and Technology,92 as well
as by the European Commission.
My first statement of this upstream logic, in Dublin in 1999,93 was
inspired by three main things:
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 a critical view of mainstream social science’s reproduction
of natural science’s definitions of public concerns as being
only about risks and consequences; the agenda for the
social sciences was imagined to begin only when science
was on the point of giving rise to its impacts – an
entrenched downstream imagination reproduced across
multiple disciplines
 the relatively recent academic tradition of empirically
grounded sociological research on scientific knowledge,
which informed my concern that public experiences and
concerns were being misconceived and misunderstood by
looking only at publics, and not also at their relational
‘others’ (‘science’, for example)
 public respondents, who repeatedly asked about
innovation-oriented as well as protection-oriented (risk)
science; this prompted the ‘upstream’ shift, which sought
to problematise some unacknowledged social and cultural
dimensions of scientific knowledge.
It has been striking to see the rapid official uptake in UK and EU
science policy communities of the idea of upstream public
engagement, informed by analytical approaches showing how
technologies cannot be black-boxed and separated from sets of
constitutive social relations.94 Such a conceptual approach lies in
stark contrast to the more confined role of the social sciences in the
development of biotechnologies and other domains. Dominant
approaches in a range of fields unquestioningly reproduced a framing
that assumed the emergent technology as a given, and thus assumed
the project of social reflection to be reduced to conceptualising,
assessing and managing ‘impacts’ only.
This powerful institutional framing of the social and ethical
dimensions of science has corresponded with an entrenched scientific
worldview which asserts that the social and ethical agenda only begins
after ‘basic curiosity-driven science’ has revealed the facts of nature’s
possibilities. This linear model of science and practice is an iconic,
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almost defining figuration of modernity. Yet although it does reflect
some real driving motivations and commitments at the individual
level, the putative boundary between basic science and its
applications is deeply ambiguous. Social science cannot begin to
understand public concerns until we also address what might be the
objects of their concerns, including the social relationships in which
these concerns are constituted. We were compelled to observe
therefore that the social sciences risked becoming part of the
problem, rather than an aid to potential resolution.95
The research set out in this pamphlet addresses this challenge in a
practically engaged as well as theoretical way. This has been a
constructive project, involving robust interactions with publics,
scientists and technologists. Though not without creative tensions,
our relationships with nanoscientists have been positive and
collaborative. Our criticisms, where we have them, tend to be directed
towards positivist social sciences, and institutional uses of these,
rather than towards nanoscience as practised.
However, the more complex shift of focus, which the move
‘upstream’ was intended to introduce, has frequently been
misunderstood. This can be noted, for example, in the otherwise
admirable Royal Society/RAE report on nanotechnologies. This
describes the potential role of upstream engagement in anticipating
sensitive issues, despite our emphasis that upstream forms of public
engagement with science are emphatically not about earlier prediction
(and subsequent management) of impacts.
The idea of upstream engagement does not imagine that the aim is
to provide earlier anticipation of impacts and risks (which is almost a
contradiction in terms). Nor does it envisage publics telling scientists
what to do or think. In any engagement process, the first people to
acknowledge public deficits of knowledge are those publics
themselves, and they are typically well aware of their unfitness to
assume such a notionally active, direct influence on scientific work.
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The roles of social scientists
So what are the appropriate roles of social scientists in ‘upstream’
debates around (nano)sciences and technologies? Taking a lead from
discussions of ‘public sociology’ that are under way in the US,96 we
can see five distinct though overlapping roles:
 studying public opinion and political mobilisation
processes, with the hope that ‘upstream’ social intelligence
helps to anticipate public controversy
 helping to shape innovation processes and ‘pick winners’
by identifying wider public and consumer attitudes
 enhancing public communication of (nano)science and
technologies
 eliciting public forms of knowledge that are relevant to
identifying, assessing and managing risks
 interpreting and reporting (thus, representing) public
concerns and questions, which have not been recognised
by policy experts.
The last two have been the principal framings of our own work. We
have sought to open up the ‘black boxes’ of science and innovation, to
induce greater reflexive awareness among scientists and others. In this
way, innovation processes may indirectly gain added sensitivity to
diverse human needs and aspirations, and so achieve greater resili-
ence and sustainability.
Of course different actors, reflecting different powers and
resources, will give different influence and scope to whichever of these
roles they favour, or find themselves in. In this sense, the variegated
field of nanotechnologies represents an opportunity to innovate more
reflexive relationships between the social sciences, the physical
sciences and policy. At the same time, it would be a mistake to take a
simplistic or linear view of the ‘upstream–downstream’ metaphor and
thereby view nano as a uniformly upstream issue – or indeed to see
issues such as GM crops as monolithically downstream. The
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‘upstream’ metaphor was never intended to be a catch-all model. But
it made one central analytical point of distinction – the difference
between innovation-oriented and protection-oriented science – from
which much else follows.
However, despite the demand for further social science input, it
remains true that institutionally dominant assumptions tend to leave
‘upstream’ questions over imagined social benefits and purposes to
existing unquestioned institutional arrangements. This innocent
enculturation is what needs to be disrupted. In the conventional
model of public engagement, the expected role of the social sciences
is tantamount to delivering a quiescent public for commercially
exploitable scientific knowledge. What can be fleetingly glimpsed as a
new approach reverts quickly to new versions of the supposedly dead-
and-buried deficit model. ‘Dialogue’ once again becomes monologue.
A more realistic social science would, for the sake of robust public
legitimacy, encourage policy to take seriously the challenges involved
in reconciling the contradictory commitments which have been
made: on one hand, investing in science for its competitive,
knowledge-economy, wealth-creating purposes; and on the other, to
cultivating meaningful forms of public engagement with science. This
challenge, even in its academic sense, is not only intellectual, but also
a challenge to the ethos of social science, its visions of what it should
be for, how it relates to its users and sources of patronage, and how it
defines its own objects of attention – ‘society’, ‘the social’ and ‘the
public’. Of course, this cannot be a singular ethos; but at least in the
growing domain of public interactions with science, this vision of a
more interpretive, engaged actor deserves a place.
What kind of social science?
The debate around nanotechnologies represents a novel opportunity
for the social sciences to contribute to shaping scientific research
trajectories. However, we should bear in mind that this terrain has
traditionally been regarded as ‘pure science’, fenced off from social
attention. How can it be approached in a way which helps science to
flourish as an independent, cosmopolitan presence, but simultane-
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ously opens it up to debate over its ends, expectations and
imaginaries?
A key problem with the deficit model is the way that social science
is itself encouraged to misconceive its own research objects, namely
social actors. These misconceptions are then transmitted to its
various users – who reinforce them in an innocent but vicious circle.
As social scientists working on such issues, we should ask ourselves
about the premises we bring to defining and conducting our own
research and policy interventions.
If publics are thought to be responding to ‘science’ and its risks,
and we are supposed to be understanding those public responses,
then we must attempt to understand what that abstract conceptual
object ‘science’ actually means for them. Usually this is taken for
granted, and left untouched. What is it that they are responding to?
What are the objects of their experience that give these responses
saliency and meaning? And how might these indigenous meanings
correspond, or conflict, with the meanings presumed by scientists,
policy experts and social scientists onto those same publics?
These questions are endemically open, and not amenable to
unambiguous answer, because citizens are intrinsically relational, not
autonomous agents with autonomous ‘values’ and ‘attitudes’. This is
the premise which mistakenly shapes most social science and policy
in this area.
Ambivalence, ‘risk’, (mis)trust and dependency
Mainstream social science, like the policy culture it influences, tends
to take for granted the widely assumed model of people as
autonomous individual subjects. Their relationship to science and
technology is understood only in terms of its objects, perceived risks
and benefits. Thus, social scientific accounts of UK ‘public
ambivalence’ towards GM crops have defined such ambivalence as the
conflict between perceptions of opposite objects – benefits and
risks.97
I articulated an alternative perspective, more than a decade ago,
when I suggested that such public reactions, including ambivalence,
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were always relational experiences, and that risk itself was a
fundamentally relational condition.98 Thus ‘risk’ as known potential
harm always carries in its shadow the prospect of unknown effects,
which by definition cannot be expressed in any risk assessment. Field
research has shown repeatedly that public awareness of expert
ignorance and the likelihood of unpredicted consequences is a central
element of public concern in the face of risky technologies. This is a
central, not contextual, social–relational concern about the
institutions on which we are all dependent in such matters.
So ambivalence is structured not in terms of risks and benefits, but
in the very different terms of social–institutional relations. Publics are
typically ambivalent because they know they are unavoidably
dependent on institutions of science, expertise and policy which they
do not trust, and which exaggerate their own knowledge and control.
A key condition for rebuilding trust and legitimacy in such
institutions is that they must be experienced to be putting their own
assumptions into dialogue with others. This deepening of the scope
of interaction is critical if they are wanting any kind of meaningful
dialogue.99
Circles of ambiguity – and modest development?
The mode of social science presented here involves more than
intellectual dimensions alone. It also involves learning new
relationships and responsibilities, with ‘the public’, with the natural
sciences and with policy. And it involves social sciences becoming
actors in those worlds as well as commentators.
However, this leaves a continuing issue unresolved. If we are to
engage in these more politically immersed relationships, and leave
behind our well-bounded peer cultures, how are we to ensure that the
knowledge we generate can claim validity? If we are interpreting and
constructing representations of public concerns and ways of
reasoning, and then acting on these in public arenas, are we claiming
grandiosely to ‘know what people think’?
In one sense our open-ended fieldwork, which allows public
respondents to define their own meanings and not to be forced into
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the assumed meanings that are built into opinion surveys, does still
claim a positivist representational status. When we find that people
say, for example, that they are concerned more about unknown effects
than known risks, and about the apparent denial of these by
institutionalised science, we say that this is a ‘typical’ public attitude
about such issues. If we then present these findings to scientists and
policy-makers, we are representing ‘publics’. But we are doing this in a
questioning, exploratory and tentative way. The intention is not to
advocate any partisan stance, but to invite self-reflection on the part
of the institutional actors about whom these public observations have
been made. We are saying, in effect: ‘Let’s imagine that this is a
genuine public concern, representative or minority, it does not
matter. What is our responsibility in relation to this?’
Extending this ambiguity requires a combination of academic
analysis and further ‘testing’ in the domain of public debate itself. We
have to ask: ‘Do these intellectual constructions resonate or not with
evolving public attitudes and responses?’ There is a normative
dimension to this work, for which we take responsibility; but it is one
which avoids partisan positions, even if it occasionally finds itself
lined up uncomfortably close to one or another of these. Rather, it
addresses a different normative issue: the development of citizens,
society and scientific cultures as nothing more and nothing less than
a ‘modest witness’, asking pertinent questions and inviting pertinent
reflection.
Brian Wynne is Professor of Science Studies at Lancaster University and
a senior partner in the ESRC Centre for the Economic and Social Aspects
of Genomics (CESAGen).
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